Greetings! I'm Travis Taylor.
I'm a multimedia designer by trade
and an artist by design.

Within this document are examples of advertising mockups for various companies. You'll find
a creative brief followed by the ad execution. This is for demonstrative purposes only.

But first, my resume.

R. Travis Taylor
859.227.4140
email: travis@olivegraphics.com
website: www . olivegraphics . com

EDUCATION
2005 - 2008
2003 - 2005

University of Kentucky Bachelor’s Degree in Creative Advertising
Lexington, KY
Spencerian College Associates in Graphic Design
Lexington, KY

COMPUTER SKILLS
●
●
●
●
●
●

Web/Graphic Design (HTML, Dreamweaver, Flash, Photoshop, Illustrator)
Desktop Publishing (InDesign, Quark, PageMaker)
Video Production/Animation (3D StudioMax, Final Cut Pro, Premiere, After Effects, Motion,
LiveType, Vegas, Director, Flash, DVD Architect)
Audio Engineering (Digital Performer, WaveLab, Ableton Live, Acid Pro, Adobe Audition)
Knowledge in multiple OS’s (MAC, Windows)
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, FrontPage, PowerPoint, Access, Outlook)

EXPERIENCE
iEntry Network ( 2009 - 2012)
●
●
●
●
●
●

Maintained several CMS-based websites for different brands
Utilized knowledge of layout and design to create images across multiple sites
Administered and developed content management systems (WordPress)
Maintained brand’s social media presence on Facebook, , Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, etc
Revamped and improved the brand image of WebProNews Videos
Regularly attended industry conferences on SEO, online marketing and advertising

Awards and Accolades
●
●
●
●

Scripted, storyboarded, directed and edited Pringles spot that was purchased by P&G
Won 1st place for commercial I shot, edited and composited for Munchkin sippy cups
Shot, edited and composited winning video for Beach Boys “Good Vibrations” contest
Received award (created for me) for outstanding achievement at Spencerian College

Freelance Projects
●
●
●
●
●
●

Shot and edited promotional videos for Burning Sticks charity
Designed flash and html websites for a number of businesses
Maintained weekly updates for car dealership websites
Provided technical support on an as-needed basis for a flash-based business website
Implemented knowledge of layout and design while determining size and arrangement of
original illustrative material to assemble brochures, CD inlays and print ads
Developed an integrated and strategic campaign for multiple brands

DATE: February 11, 2008
CLIENT: Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield
JOB: Home Builders Association
JOB #:
CREATIVE BRIEF
OVERVIEW
Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield is working to expand their health insurance company
by focusing on various business associations. They are now making available to small
businesses, a health insurance plan that contains large business benefits for both
employees as well as the employers. It is a win-win situation for both Anthem and the
association because the association will receive the desired health benefits and be able to
use it as a recruiting tool, while Anthem gains the opportunity to market it’s product to a
number of business associations. Anthem Blue Cross is #1 in the nation in the health
care coverage category. (Source: Brand Talk. Blue Cross & Blue Shield Association)
Anthem is working on a co-promotion campaign targeting the Home Builders
Association.
OBJECTIVE
To make HBA members aware of the options Anthem offers, ultimately choosing
Blue Cross as their health care provider.
To communicate to small businesses that Anthem offers them large business
benefits
TARGET MARKET
Home Builders Association in the state of Kentucky
TARGET AUDIENCE
HBA members and prospective HBA members. They are owners of residential
construction companies and related businesses who desire health insurance plans with
large benefits. Due to the fact that these are owners of small businesses cost is an
important factor. Target audience will consist of predominately blue collared, devoted
individuals who like working with their hands and are empathetic towards their
employees.
MESSAGE ENVIRONMENT
Distributed through the mail, but more than likely viewed in office.

PRIMARY MESSAGE
Core Benefit
Anthem provides a health insurance plan with large business benefits to small
businesses.

Supporting Facts
Small business become a part of a larger pool of business owners, so even
large insurance claims won’t increase their premiums.
Anthem offers a choice of co-payments, deductibles, and out-of-pocket limits
so businesses can scale the plan to stay within their budgets.
Better benefits packages, including higher level health insurance plans such as
this, can be used a strong recruiting tools by small businesses to attract the
best employees.
Employees receive 80/20 co-insurance, usually available only through larger
companies.
Anthem’s Preferred Provider Organization offers employees the widest
selection of providers-so chances are good the doctors they prefer will be part
of the network.
Business executives rank the Blue Cross & Blue Shield system #1 in the
nation in providing health care coverage.
Sell Through
Anthem allows small businesses to save on cost so they can focus on their
services and provides them with an enticing recruiting tool.
Call To Action
Call 1-800-Anthem1
Go to www.anthem.com
Mail in BRC
Mandatories
®Registered marks Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
©2005 copyright of Anthem Insurance Companies, Inc.
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is the trade name for Anthem Health Plans of Kentucky.
Independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. Serving residents and
businesses in Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin, Colorado, Nevada, Connecticut,
Maine, New Hampshire, and Virginia (excluding the city of Fairfax, the town of Vienna and the
area east of State Route 123).

PROJECTED ELEMENTS / QUANTITIES
TARGET DEADLINES
Concept Presentation to client
February 19, 2008
Final Delivery
April 16, 2008

9901 Linn Station Rd.
Louisville, KY 40223-3803

Dear Mr. Smith:
How does your health insurance measure up?
As the owner of a small construction company we understand the effort, hard work, and heart you put
into your business. We also realize the obstacles your small business goes through just to get noticed.
Why can’t your company get the same benefits as the larger ones?Now you can! We know you
work just as hard and deserve the same benefits and health claims as big businesses.
Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield makes health insurance plans available to small businesses with
large business benefits. Size DOESN’T matter! Anthem offers you a choice in co-payments,
deductibles, and out-of-pocket limits so you can alter your plan to stay within your budget, and helps to
attract the best employees to your business through superior benefits packages.
Anthem also ensures 80/20 co-insurance which is usually only available to larger companies, but is
now guaranteed to fit your small business. We offer your employees the largest selection of providers
within the health care network because we are determined to make your small business a huge
success !
Business executives rank Blue Cross & Blue Shield #1 in the nation as the leading provider. Health
care is important, especially in the construction field so why not work with the best.
For a construction company, we understand that every step you take involves risks. That’s why we’ve
included a premium Stanley tape measure—we know the importance of measuring twice and cutting
once. Of course, not every mistake is avoidable. Don’t worry. Anthem provides with the insurance and
assurance you need so that you can focus on what’s really important: your business. Just go to
www.anthem.com and let us help you build a successful future.
Sincerely,

Travis Taylor
Maketing Director
Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield
P.S.
Contact us today to get an insurance plan that measures up to
your requirements!

DATE: March 31, 2008
CLIENT: The Frazier Museum
Job:
Job #:
CREATIVE BRIEF
OVERVIEW
The Frazier Museum is hosting a major traveling exhibit this summer. It’s a continuation
of an ongoing effort to position the museum as a focal point for culturally and historically
relevant events. These traveling exhibits allow the Museum to attract a more diverse and
wider segment of the community and thus broaden the Museum’s customer base, as well
as, expand scope of influence within the city and region.
OBJECTIVE
To produce a unique, creative, and exciting campaign to dramatically increase traffic to
the Frazier Museum.

TARGET MARKET
Louisville, KY
TARGET AUDIENCE
Elementary School children and their parents. Having a middle class income, our target
audience may go to family events on a weekly basis as a treat or reward to family
members. They enjoy interactive activities that stimulate the mind and imagination.
They like modern fairy tales like Shrek and Harry Potter. Fun outings for them usually
consist of science museums, aquariums, interactive shows, and Ripley’s Believe It Or
Not, etc.

CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT
n/a
MESSAGE ENVIRONMENT
The audience will be exposed to the campaign in the car for billboard and radio. Print
will be viewed both at home, at school, at bookstores, and libraries. Print will occur as a
page killer in Louisville Courier Journal. Direct Mail will mostly be viewed at home.

PRIMARY MESSAGE
Core Benefit
The “Dragons” exhibit is a hands on form of entertainment for families to spend
time together.
Supporting Facts
Funny and clever humor
Interactive- stimulating all the senses like sight, sound, and smell
Flash Photography is acceptable
There’s plenty of opportunities for families to take photos of their outing
Animatronic princess story teller
Wishing well of dragon sounds
Mix-a-dragon wheel turning game
Dragon grooming with the push of a button
Text subjects such as Scales and Skin, Dragons in the stars, Where Dragons
live and Dragons in Eastern Culture, etc.
Promotional Tie Ins
Sell-Through
Brings families together in a fun, creative, and learning environment.
Call to Action
Because it is a traveling exhibit, families must visit the Frazier History Museum
before the “Dragons” exhibit moves to the next city.
Mandatories
n/a

PROJECTED ELEMENTS/ QUANTITIES
TARGET DEADLINES
Concept Presentation to client
Member’s Opening Event: Friday evening, June 1
Public Opening: Saturday, June 2
Billboards/media delivery to begin in April/May
Final Delivery
June 2- September 4, 2007
BUDGET:
$80k (including media buys, creative and production)

Client: Frazier Museum
Radio Spot: “Barbequed Mailman” :60

SFX: Knock:
Mailman: Here’s your mail.
Mom: <sighs>…I’m so sorry, did Sparky get you again?
Mailman: Look lady, if you’re going to have a pet dragon, you need to keep it on a leash.
I’ve gone through 3 bottles of aloe Vera cause of that thing!
Mom: Mikey! Get down here now!
Mikey: What’d Sparky do this time, mom?
Mom: He nearly barbequed the mailman.
Mailman: Yeah, that’s the second time this week.
Mom: I thought we agreed that if you got a dragon, you’d keep him under control.
Mikey: I try, but I don’t know what I’m doing.
Mailman: Well if you’d paid attention to the mail I brought, then you woulda saw the
package from Frazier Museum.
(conversation continues in the background)
ANCR: Are you having trouble keeping your dragon under control? Do you get
frustrated not knowing much about dragons? The Frazier Museum now has an exhibit
just for you and your family. Learn how to groom a dragon with the push of a button.
Discover new dragon games and find out how to communicate to your dragon that
chasing the neighbor’s cat is indeed wrong. So come down to the Frazier Museum
th
between June 2nd and September 4 and experience more than your average fairy tale.
Mom: I mean… seriously, Mikey, he’s tried to eat the Smith’s Chihuahua and getting his
scales all over my designer couch.
Mikey: Yeah but…
Mom: I’ve caught him hoarding my jewelry and we’ve already discussed that the house
is a no fly zone!
Mikey: Well what do you want to do?
Mailman: You can either check out the exhibit at the Frazier museum or get a new
mailman.

Date: 1-30-08
Client: Louisville Transportation Company
Job:
Job #:

CREATIVE BRIEF

OVERVIEW
In the Louisville area, the main use for cabs has been transportation to and from airports.
Past campaigns have utilized cab toppers to advertise Yellow Cab services. LTC recently
employed new “smart card” technology to better fit consumer’s lifestyles.
OBJECTIVE(S)
To get Louisvillians to use Yellow cab as an alternative means of transportation
o For social events
o When parking is difficult
o When planning to enjoy alcohol
To purchase/use Yellow Card
To reach a different/broader audience
To drive revenue beyond typical airport transportation
TARGET MARKET
East End Louisville, KY
TARGET AUDIENCE(S)
Young, single men and women between the ages of 20 and 35 that enjoy social nightlife.
They are career-builders and may depend more on debit/credit cards. They enjoy
downtown Louisville, but because it’s a hassle to find parking and/or a designated driver,
the East End Louisvillian may be deterred from going downtown.
MESSAGE ENVIRONMENT
Outdoor billboards

PRIMARY MESSAGE
Core Benefit
Yellow Card in conjunction with Yellow Cab services provide the consumer with
a safer, hassle-free, more convenient, and enjoyable way to travel.

Supporting Facts
Prepaid Yellow Card eliminates the need for cash
The consumer doesn’t need to worry about parking
They can consume alcohol, free of worry about transportation back home
LTC cabs are immaculate because the drivers are required to keep cabs
clean

Sell-Through
The consumer is guaranteed a clean, worry-free ride to and from the destination of
their choice.

Call to Action
Log on to LouTrans.com

Mandatories
n/a
PROJECTED ELEMENTS / QUANTITIES
25 showings

TARGET DEADLINES
Concept Presentation to client
th
February 5
Final Delivery
th
April 15

BUDGET
$45k (including media buys, creative and production)

Phase 2 Secondary Creative Strategies for Marketing the Chevy Volt
Various creative executions will be used to market the Volt to our target. The Chevy Volt has
unique features that will be beneficial to our target in their every day life. In order to convey
this fact, it is proposed that three objectives need to be met:

1. To establish awareness of the VOLT among 80 percent of the target within three months of
launching the campaign
.
2. To inform 85 percent of the target, within 6 months of the campaign, that the Chevy Volt is an
innovative product boasting exclusive yet practical features that will be beneficial in every
day life
3. To create top-of-mind awareness when 80 percent of the target considers buying a new car
within one year of the campaign

The best way these objectives can be reached is through a series of print ads, outdoor
billboards, a radio spot and a television spot all strategically placed in locations that the target
sure to see. This will all be tied together with the tagline “GM: Changing the way you drive”
which will emphasize the innovative nature of the Volt and the gravity of its technology. Each
execution will focus on one aspect of the Volt and inform the target matter-of-factly why this
aspect is unique to the Volt and how it will benefit them in their every day life.
Print:The series of ads (3 ads totally) will have
a “day in the life” vibe, showing the Volt in
scenarios that the target can immediately
identify with. Each print ad will focus on a
particular aspect of the Volt that sets it apart
from any other car.

Ad 1 will focus on the regenerative braking
and the E-flex drive train. By showing the car
in traffic, the target will relate. By explaining
the benefit of regenerative braking and the
innovativeness of the E-flex, the target will
understand how these features would be
important to them.
Ad 1:
A car that loves bumper-to-bumper traffic
…even when you don’t
“The Volt feeds off of it. Empowered with
regenerative braking technology, the Volt enables
you to refuel every time you brake. The Volt’s E-flex
drive train is powered exclusively by the on-board
Lithium Ion battery. And when you brake, you
charge the battery. So every time you’re stopped in
traffic, you aren’t wasting gas. You're creating
energy. Truly, the Volt is powered for change.”

Ad 2 will focus on the lithium-ion battery that
powers the Volt. By showing the car charging
in a garage, the target will relate. The headline
“Turn your Garage into a Gas station” is meant
to convey the idea that the target can bypass
their need for gas and gas stations. The body
copy will relate to the target and explain the
convenience and economy of “fueling up” at
home. In addition, the body will also connect
the Volt’s “green” nature with the importance
of preserving the environment.
Ad 2 body:
“Just like a cell phone or laptop, the Chevy Volt
is powered purely by electricity. For up to 40
miles, the Volt will run exclusively on a Lithium
Ion battery. When you get home from the
store, all you’ll need to refuel your Volt is an
outlet. In the time it takes to fix supper and
watch a movie, your Volt will be charged. All
without using a single drop of gas. In an era
when we need do to do all we can to preserve
the environment for our children and their
children, GM brings us the Volt. Change isn’t
the only thing you’ll save.”

a :30 second radio spot will have a simple, imperative tone. No SFX, just a
Radio spot:
voice-over talking straight to the person driving in the car. The message conveyed will
be that the Volt can get more than 640 miles on a single, 6-gallon tank of gas.
Outdoor:2 outdoor boards (14x48 and 30-sheet depending on location) each translating
the message of the print ads with a more concise design
TV spot:a :30 second TV spot will show the Volt in every day scenarios—much like the
print ads—with a voice-over talking clearly and calmly about each unique benefit of the
Volt (e-flex, regenerative braking, lithium-ion battery, gas mileage, and environmental
impact of these technologies). Like, for example, when we see the Volt stuck in traffic,
the VO will talk about the regenerative braking.
Both the Radio and TV spots will mention the Volt Tour being implemented by the PR
team and will have a call to action for the viewer/listener to visit GM.com/VoltTour to
find out more.

Phase 2 Primary Target Sketch
A person drawn to the Volt will care about prestige. He is a trendsetter and innovator—
this person will want to be the first to own an innovative car before it becomes
commonplace. To this person, the Volt is an “image car.” He is willing to pay a higher
price for exclusivity because he can afford to do so. While he is aware that the Volt
offers innovative methods of saving money and lowering gaseous emissions, our target
is more concerned with feeling good about being environmentally conscious. He is
driven more by his self-expression than ideals of the greater good.

With a household income of approximately 65K a year, our target owns a home with a
garage or driveway. He is a young professional—late 20’s to early 30’s—most likely
living in a suburban neighborhood and commuting to work in a moderately sized city.
Having a high self-esteem and abundant resources, this person can afford to investigat
and familiarize himself with the latest in technological gadgetry. He therefore has all
the cutting edge gadgets in his home and in his car.

Magazine ad for Phase 2 Primary Target

